Further clinical and genetic characterization of SPG11: hereditary spastic paraplegia with thin corpus callosum.
Hereditary spastic paraplegias (HSPs) are a heterogeneous group of neurodegenerative disorders leading to progressive spasticity of the lower limbs. Clinically, HSPs are divided into "pure" and "complicated" forms. In pure HSP, the spasticity of the lower limbs is the sole symptom, whereas in complicated forms additional neurological and non-neurological features are observed. Genetically, HSPs are divided into autosomal dominant (AD), autosomal recessive (AR) and X-linked (XL) forms. Up to date, 30 different HSPs are linked to different chromosomal loci and 11 genes could be defined for AR-HSP, AD-HSP and XL-HSP. SPG11, an AR-HSP (synonym: HSP11), is a complicated HSP associated with a slowly progressive spastic paraparesis, mental impairment and the development of a thin corpus callosum (TCC) during the course of the disease. SPG11 has been previously linked to chromosomal region 15q13 - 15. First, we applied rigid diagnostic criteria to systematically examine 20 Turkish families with autosomal recessive HSP for characteristic features of SPG11. We detected four large Turkish families with AR-HSP and TCC consistent with SPG11. Subsequent genetic linkage analysis of those 4 families refines the SPG11 locus further down to a small region of 2.93 cM with a maximum lod score of 11.84 at marker D15S659 and will guide further candidate gene analysis.